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Lamp bead model

Number of lamp beads

IC model

5050RGB

GS1903

60pcs/m

Number of IC

Operating voltage

Electric current

20pixels/m

6A

12V

Power

Radio frequency

Data transfer rate

18W

800K/S

Gray level 256

IP rating IP66

Control method Mobile app

Compatible systems Android 4.0 or later, IOS 8.0 or later

Connection method Bluetooth

Sensing distance  780 Inches

Backlight color

Blue, Green, Red, Pink, Cool White, 

Neutral White, Warm White, Colorful, 

8 Colors (Interchangeable backlight colors)  

600Mhz

Specification

Backlight creates a beautiful ambiance for your space. 
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1. Scan the QR code and download the app "HappyLighting" or "duoCo StripX".

*Different batches of mirrors use different apps, please try and find the app fits your mirror lighting.
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2. Connect Bluetooth. 

    (1) First, you need to turn on your phone's Bluetooth. 

    (2) Second, open the "HappyLighting" or "duoCo StripX" app, the app will automatically connect to the 

         Bluetooth device in the LED mirror. 
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3. APP interface. 

    (1)  Adjust: In this interface, you can change the color and brightness of the backlight. 
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3. APP interface. 

    (2) Settings: In this interface, you can view detailed help files and make some basic settings for the APP. 
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3. APP interface. 

    (3)  Dream settings: You can set the LED Type, RGB Output Sequence, Style Loop, LED Qty, Time Loop, 

          and Connection Requires Password in this interface.
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3. APP interface. 

    (4)  Music: If you configure a Bluetooth speaker, then you can play music in this interface. 

          The backlight will change according to the rhythm of the music. 
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3. APP interface. 

    (5) Tape: You can input your voice through your phone or an external microphone, and the backlight will 

          change according to the rhythm of the voice.
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3. APP interface. 

    (6) Style: You can select various light flashing modes in this interface.
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3. APP interface. 

    (7) Timing: Setting a timer allows the device to turn on and off automatically. 
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1. If you are using an Android system, the APP will automatically recognize the downloaded music on your 

    phone. Then you can open the "Music" interface to play music, and the backlight will change according 

    to the rhythm of the music you play.

2. If you are using the IOS system, please connect your phone to your Mac computer and open the "Music". 

     (1) Select "iPhone" in "Devices" and open "Sync Settings". 
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(2) Select "Music", check "Sync music onto iPhone" and click "Apply".
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(3) Click "Sync". 
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(4) Select "General", check "Manually manage music, movies, and TV shows" and click "Apply". 

How to adjust the backlight with APP
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(5) Close "Sync Settings", select "iPhone" in "Devices", select "MP3" file, and drag your music into the 

      blank place. 
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: www.inyouths.com

: support@inyouths.com


